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Research Abstract
Protest arts are practiced throughout history providing an insight into how others think and feel
about important issues that are often controversial and cause social criticism. Using specialized
forms of artistic creativity such as fine art works, artistic posters, memes, graffiti, street art, the
Internet and social media in order to reach wider audience, when artists seek to make changes
they use known codes or Cryptography to help transfer their message, which provokes questions
about their Pun and Metaphors inference drawn from non-visual worlds and with evolved
Cryptography process, that includes many technologies and coding meet art and Cryptography
to reflect cultural transformations and aesthetics with the hidden symbols represent the symbol
a cultural and historical structure. While Semiology represents the culture of signs and symbols
of social reality, and what endures their influences and indicators, which contribute in the design
of new forms of communication and the emergence of new meanings that are interactively
linked to the language and culture of the age in a mixture of different systems .We cannot begin
the formal analytical reading without knowing the dimensions of this symbolic language that
exists in its semiological dimension. Hence, the research aims at an analytical study of samples
from the semiology of protest art and technics cryptography of technology on the relationship
between (The Signifier - Signified) to reveal symbols and ideas based on cultural, historical and
social bases through the signifier (Symbolic meaning) :( Signs, Signals, Symbols, Icons,
Metaphors), Signified (Beyond Symbolism: Semiology: Communication- SignificanceCulture).
The research then tends to answer the following question:
1- What is the possibility of revealing the relationship between the Semiology of Protest Art
and Technics Cryptography of Technology?
Research hypothese:
The possibility of revealing the relationship between the semiology of protest art and encrypted
technology techniques as a Visual Representation of the Era of Confluence Art with Cryptography.
Research aims:

1- Revealing the relationship between the Semiology of Protest Art and Technics
Cryptography of Technology in the art works of protest about the relationship between (the
Signifier - Signified) of reach to the indirect technical vision.
2- Monitoring features, the evolution technological of the works of protest artists about
Confluence the Art with Cryptography.
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Research importance:
1- Creation of a changed aesthetic for the arts of protesting and highlighting the importance of
its association with encrypted technology techniques consistent with the philosophy and culture
of the age.
2- Put forward a gastronomic approach directed towards the social change of art as a form of
protest using the systematic relationships of the various sciences with each other in new
contexts.
Research limits:
The research is limited to an analytical study of experiments from international plastic art (Ends
of the twentieth century- beginning of the twenty-first century), based on the use of technology
for the works of protest artists as a Visual Representation of the Era of Confluence Art with
Cryptography that is through the semiological approach that represents the culture of signs and
symbols of social reality.
Semiology of Protest Art and Technics Cryptography of Technology.
The protest arts have presented a new aesthetic vision by using Technics Cryptography of
Technology with various human and social sciences in their artworks to reflect the
Transformation in artistic and aesthetic concepts, and in a manner that dismantles the traditional
thinking mechanism about art. Thinking that is subjected to the logic of hierarchy, and this is
what makes describing the language of art "hybrid", which combines representational and
abstract, between traditional and unconventional, simple and complex, and combining
contradictory meanings. Each work of art has a metaphor on which it builds its idea upon to
become more astonishing to the creative process, as it represents symbols and signs that have
significance and meanings as much as the symbol represents a cultural and historical
composition. The importance resides of both between (the Signifier - Signified), which is the
basis of semiology research, in the creating state of a dialogue -the experimental efficacy of the
recipient- reach to the indirect technical vision. and that analyzing models from the artists'
experiments to about reveal the symbols, ideas and meanings based on cultural, historical and
social foundations, and about the relationships between the connotations which are present or
absent in the artwork.
The aesthetics of Cryptography of Technology for the art of protest.
1- The aesthetics differs of Cryptography of Technology for protest artists for about previous
eras which enjoys its intellectual and artistic direction in embodying Creativity as hybrid for
its trait that combines humanistic and social sciences.
3- Aesthetics of art of resides Cryptography of Technology is to present to the public an idea
based on: The Found relationships between concepts - The relationship between symbols
and their connotations- The Revealing about the essence of things with clout to the thing.
Represented in: The aesthetic of art as a work of language: Words as the colors using color
codes, and each letter of the alphabet designates a unique combination of two colors,
Arithmetic Aesthetic: Caesar cipher is the first use of a substitution cipher, one of the simplest
and most widely known encryption techniques. The Caesar cipher replaces each letter with a
different one, a fixed number of places down the alphabet. The aesthetic of art by Creating
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chemical and physical therapist: Black light, Art Aesthetic in the Light of Number Theory
and Mathematical Principles: latitude and longitude coordinates, Berlin Uhr that displays
time across luminous colored blocks against numbers, Art Aesthetic and Computer Science :
automatic Synthesize moving by computer algorithm, Art Aesthetic in Culture currency
Cryptocurrency : Bitcoin, blockchain ,entrance to criticize and appreciate arts, Aesthetic of
art by intuition rather than inference: Replace the characteristics of letter with abstraction
symbol, The aesthetic of art and meme culture: a shape of forms expression, a powerful new
tool for group demonstration, The aesthetic of art allegorical: by using national symbols,
trademarks, signs passage, sayings Popular.
3- Supporting Technics Cryptography of Technology in the art of protest generates binary
connotations Visible / invisible, Science / Art, Traditional / Creative, Technic/ machine
metier, Criticism / appreaction.
4 - Add excitement to the Cryptography Technology is important for the audience recipient in
order to attain the works of protest artists :effectiveness representative, meditation Mental,
challenge Thought, Intensify the effect of aesthetic, coexistence Aesthetic.
Research results:
1- The Protest artists represent an intellectual attitude that emphasizes the primacy or
precedence of social and political factors, and they reinforce dialogue and raise social issues by
using known or coded symbols to help communicate their message.
2- The protest arts are Practiced using specialized forms of artistic creativity such as fine art
works, artistic posters, memes, graffiti, street art, the Internet and social media in order to reach
wider audience.
3- The aesthetics of Cryptography of Technology for the art of protest, reflect the
Transformation in artistic and aesthetic concepts, and in a manner that dismantles the traditional
thinking mechanism about art by using systematic relationships with each other in new
multicultural contexts. This is illustrated in: A- Embodying Creativity which is a hybrid for its trait, that combines humanistic and social
sciences- Creation of a changed aesthetic for representing a new paradigm on the influence of
Cryptography culture by exploring the cultural tools and ideology of technology.
B- Presenting new forms of communication to the recipient, and revealing new meanings that
are interactively related to the language and culture of the era.
4- Semiology of Protest Art; protest is a mean of social influence that derives its aesthetic in
the relationship between (the signifier - the signified) to reveal the symbols and ideas based on
cultural, historical and social foundations, through: the signifier (symbolic meaning) :( Signs,
Signals, Symbols, Icons, Metaphors), Signified (Beyond symbolism: semiology:
Communication- Significance- culture).
5- Aesthetics of the art of protest as a Visual Representation of the Era of Confluence of Art
with Cryptography which is in achieving the representative effectiveness of the recipient, and
the creation of a different aesthetic that monitors the features of the development of
technological techniques in Art works, namely :The aesthetic of art as an invisible language.
Arithmetic Aesthetic use of Caesar cipher. The aesthetic of art by creating a chemical and
physical therapist. Art Aesthetic in the Light of Number Theory and Mathematical Principles,
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Art Aesthetic and Computer Science, Art Aesthetic in Culture, Currency Cryptocurrency,
aesthetic of art by intuition, aesthetic of art and meme culture, aesthetic of art allegorical,
aesthetic of encoded technology in generating binary semantics (Visible / invisible, Science /
Art, Traditional / Creative, Technic/ machine metier, Criticism / appreaction).

Research recommendations:
1- Conducting experimental analytical studies of arts in the fields of humanistic and social
sciences and their role in supporting means of communication and social, economic and
political participation.
2- Creating different viewpoints in taking up the terminology of signs science as the entrance
of study criticism and art appreciation.
3- Exploring techniques in the context of technological innovation that allow the creation of
works of art around the relationship between art, technology and society and the possibility of
applying it to the Egyptian plastic scene to add a new dimension to digital arts that blends its
characteristics with the recipient's interactive environment.
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